NICO & VINZ SHARE BRAND NEW TRACK "INTRIGUED"
Watch the Music Video https://WBR.lnk.to/IntriguedVideo
Stay Tuned for Big News Soon
June 22,2017 (Burbank, CA) - Multiplatinum-certified and critically acclaimed Norwegian duo Nico &
Vinz share their brand new track "Intrigued" today. It's now available at all digital retailers and
streaming platforms via Warner Bros. Records. Get it https://WBR.lnk.to/Intrigued
Once again elegantly weaving together pop, hip-hop, rock, and traditional African styles, "Intrigued"
serves as another unpredictable and undeniable anthem from the pair.
About the song, they commented, "'Intrigued' is a record that we are really excited to release. We're
passionate about the sound and the meaning behind it. We believe it will give fans a look at another
side of Nico & Vinz that they may have not been exposed to yet."
Accompanying the song, the duo also unveiled a cinematic music video for "Intrigued." Directed by
Moni Vargas [Pharrell, Will Smith], the clip matches the track's energy with a fast-paced and
captivating visual narrative that's as personal as it is powerful.
"We wanted to shoot a video that represented the raw emotion and reality of the song," added Nico &
Vinz. "It's a very real glimpse into the personal emotions and feelings that we both had as well as our
experiences writing the record. Everything-from the actresses to the furniture and the artwork that we
pulled directly from our houses to accompany the video-gives people a glimpse into the men behind
the record."
Watch it https://WBR.lnk.to/IntriguedVideo.
"Intrigued" sees Nico & Vinz embark on their next musical adventure. Stay tuned for more soon!
About Nico & Vinz:
Since their emergence in 2010, the union of Nico & Vinz has evolved in lock step alongside
the Norwegian duo's music. 2014's "Am I Wrong" introduced the pair on the global stage, going RIAA
triple-platinum and capturing #4 on the Billboard Hot 100. As their full-length debut Black Star
Elephant [Warner Bros. Records] earned critical acclaim, they picked up "Best New Artist" at The Soul
Train Awards and performed everywhere from Dancing with the Stars to the iHeartRadio Music Festival
and ESSENCE Festival, in addition to global tours with Bruno Mars and Usher, as well as a Vancouver
one-off with Taylor Swift. Meanwhile, the duo utilized their platform to promote change, gracing the

stage of UNICEF's Snowflake Ball, the UN AIDS Gala in Switzerland, South Africa's World AIDS Day,
Glamour's "The Power of an Educated Girl" in front of First Lady Michelle Obama and Academy Award®
winner Charlize Theron, and the 2014 "National Christmas Tree Lighting" at the behest of the First
Family. 2015 saw their Cornerstone EP garner praise from Vice, Mashable, Vibe, Huffington Post, and
more in between spawning the hit "That's How You Know" [feat. Bebe Rexha & Kid Ink], which amassed
105 million Spotify streams and counting. Brightening their signature sonic collage of pop, urban,
rock, and African styles, the vision invariably pushes boundaries yet again beginning with the new
song "Intrigued."
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